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What's New?

No subsystemModule: Notes: 7

Item Composition
When you create an item composition rule, if you select the button "Assign Item Types" and press "OK" 
without marking any item type, the application generated an unhandled error. Currently no error is 
generated because this condition is managed.

M01-289Note:

Patch Situation 01.000.23.01

Hidden columns format
If there were some hidden columns in the sheet and the template was enabled for format management, if 
the document was saved, the next time you load the columns formats were not well showed. Now the 
columns format is correct even if there are hidden columns.

M01-291Note:

Patch Situation 01.000.23.01

Unhandled column
If the grid type sheet is enabled to display excel type filters sometimes a column showing the numbers 
appeared to the right of all managed columns. This is a service column used to manage correctly sorting 
functionalities and is now permanently hidden.

M01-292Note:

Patch Situation 01.000.23.01

Plugin generic error
An error has been fixed: when a plugin worked for a long time (at least 5 minutes) an unhandled error 
could appear at the system notifications check. 
Now this error is handled properly.

M01-293Note:

Patch Situation 01.000.23.01

Intranet users management
The product manages users imported from the intranet (Active Directory) through the functionality of 
DbManager application. If the installation is connected to an Active Directory server, the application will 
first try to authenticate the user to Active Directory and, in second instance, with the code and the 
password stored in the database.
The management of groups, roles and permissions remains tied to the settings stored on the database, and 
not from the intranet users.

M01-297Note:

Patch Situation 01.000.24.00
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What's New?

Permissions management
The Entry Points definition for the product Spider was adjusted in order to match the new permissions 
management defined in the DbManager application. The Entry Points are now grouped to form. The new 
definition and visualization of Entry Points allows a more organic of permissions to be set. Also you can 
view the same Entry Point between two or more roles.
To view the Entry Points for Spider Product,open the DBManager application and run the refresh 
command in the permission related form.

M01-298Note:

Patch Situation 01.000.24.00

SpiderPublisher module
The new SpiderPublisher module allows you to publish aggregated data coming from documents 
revisioned in Spider inside a new database. Starting from the template structure, this functionality allows 
you to create some database tables corresponding to the sheets you want to export: they will have a row 
for each item and a column for each item property (plus some fixed columns for project name and ID, 
document, revision etc.).Within SpiderConfigurator the 'Publisher Configurator Editor' form has been 
implemented, where user finds the functions for configuring the publication.

M01-307Note:

Patch Situation 01.000.24.00


